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Rebuild the city with autonomous mobility
Ultra-skateboard
Platform matrix of 7 sizes
Full-scenario coverage
Empowering autonomous mobility

Moving Space
Mobile as a service
Modular applications
Brand-new business model

Engineering
Integrated iterative development process
Innovative products
Rapid iteration
10 MONTHS
DELIVERED TO 9 COUNTRIES
100+ CUSTOMERS
807 POs

For Multiple Vehicle Types
Make The Most of Your Space, EVERY SEASON, EVERY USE
PIXMOVING.INC
Rebuild the city with autonomous mobility.

MOVING SPACE

RETAIL PLATFORM
INTEGRATED STRUCTURE FORMING SYSTEM

PIX GD

Conventional Development

0.5 month
12 months

90% LESS CAR PARTS
Distributed Manufacturing

Boost the local regional economy

150 sqm MICRO FACTORY
Welcome to the greatest industrial revolution in 100 years.